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Rice Bran Lab Calculation Invoice
Introduction:
Rice Bran is a by-product of Paddy/Rice. It is purchased or sold after a laboratory test and its purchase price or selling price is finalized based on certain information available from laboratory report. This add-on provides you the facility to record various lab report components in the invoice.  
	Important!

	As a best practice it is advisable to take back up your company data before installing the Add-on


Setup Guide

1. Activate the Add-on

For Tally.ERP 9 versions lower than Series A, Release 3.2

Go to Gateway of Tally > F11: Features > Inventory Features
Set “Yes” to the options “Enable Rice Bran Lab Calculation Invoice”
For Tally.ERP 9 version Series A, Release 3.2 and above
Go to Gateway of Tally > F11: Features > Add-on Features
Set “Yes” to the options “Enable Rice Bran Lab Calculation Invoice”

Mandatory Requirement:-

1. Create “Bran Sales” Voucher type under the Sales Voucher type.

2. Create Stock Item as:-

(A) Rice Bran   -    Give Alias “R01”

(B) Rice Sella   -    Give Alias “S01”

(C) Rice Nakku -    Give Alias “K01”
(D) Rice Phuck -    Give Alias “B01”

Note – Name may be differ – But Alias should be as above.

 Creating Stock Items:-

1. Go to Inventory Info ( Stock Item ( Create

2. Create “ Rice Bran” with alias “B01” 

3. Press F12 Configuration to enable Description OR Remarks detail:-
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4. Define the Settlement Ratio  FFA percentage and oil Percentage as below: -

Below figure is fictitious – please fill it as in the market
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5. If Rate Settlement is including vat define Rate of Vat.
6. So create other items as Sella, Phuck, and Nakku.

Creating Voucher type:-

1. Go to Accounts Info ( Voucher Type ( Create
2. Create Voucher Type “ Bran Sales” under Sales Voucher type,
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Create a voucher type named “Bran Purchase” under purchase similar to the above.

3. Go to Accounting Vouchers and chose Bran Sales, it will appears as below: -
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4. Enter the details at batch allocation screen, module will calculate the required figure
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5. Accept and save the voucher :-
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If Rate settled is including VAT, then Create a voucher type named containing “Bran” & “VAT” both i.e. “Bran Sale With VAT”. Rate settled will be calculated after deducting Vat amount also in this voucher type.

6. You can print the invoice also as follows :
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7. All these details work on purchase voucher also as stated for sale above.

FAQ – Rice Bran Lab Calculation Invoice
Which version/releases of Tally.ERP 9 does the add-on support?

This add-on will work only with Tally.ERP 9 Series A, release 2.1 onwards. 

How will I get support for this add-on?

For any functional support requirements please do write to us on intallysolutions@gmail.com or call us at +91-9813501438, +91-9991428000.

If I need some enhancement / changes to be incorporated for the add-on, whom should I contact?

Please share detailed write-up & screen shots (if any) of your additional requirements over email and we will revert to you within next 24 business hours.

Will new features added be available to us?

We offer one year availability of all support and new features free of cost. After one year, nominal subscription cost will be applicable to you to continue to get free support and updates.

What will happen after one year?

20% of the MRP will be charged, in case free support and updates will be required by you. 

How to configure the add-ons?

Contact your Tally Partner or Tally Service Partner. Alternatively, visit our website http://www.tallysolutions.com/website/html/solutions/how-to-configure.php where you can find documents on how to configure add-ons.
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